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A LINE BUNDLE ON AN ABELIAN VARIETY
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Tsutorau Sekiguchi
In the present,paper, we generalize a main theorem given by Koizumi [2] for
positive characteristic. The result is given in the following style:
Let (X, L) be a principallypolarized abelian variety over an algebraically closed
field of characteristicp^O; a, b be two positiveintegers with b>a. Assnme that
K(Lb) has a reduced maxiaml isotropic direct summand H{b), where K{Lb) is the
scheme-theoretic kernel of the homomorphism <pL*>of X to the dual abelian variety
X defined by <pLK^)―T*LbRL'b- Then, for a non-trivialsection f in I＼La) and a
point x in X, there exists a point y in H(b) such that f(x+y)^0.
This fact was firstdiscovered by Koizumi [1] for characteristic zero provided
(a, b)= l, and immediately thereafter he removed the condition (a, b)= l in [2].
Later, the author ([6],[7]) generalized it for every characteristicunder the condi-
tion(a, b)= l. Here, we shallremove the condition (a, b)―l in the case of positive
characteristic,following Koizumi's idea in [2] and using the methods developed in
[7].
Moreover, as an application of our result, we shall show the fact:
Let (X, L) be a polarized abelian variety over an algebraicallyclosed field k,
and assume that K(1J) has a reduced maximal isotropicdirectsummand. Then the
cannonical map
? i＼LRpa)Rr(LiRP-a) ― ryj)
o6X3(fc)
is surjective,where P is the Poincare invertiblesheaf on XxX and Pi ―PlxxiZi for
a point xzX.
According to the arguments in [8], this fact implies that 0(X) is ideal-theore-
ticallyan intersection of cubics when X is ordinary, even if the characteristicis
three. Here <p:X―≫P(/T(L3)) is the canonical embedding of X into the projective
space ＼{I＼U)).
The latter result was obtained by Mr. R. Sasaki independently with his techni-
cal but skillfulmethod. During the preparation of this paper the author obtained
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some useful suggestions from conversations with Mr. R. Sasaki, to whom he would
like to express his hearty thanks.
We follow the previous papers [6], [7] for notation in this paper.
Throughout the paper, we denote by k an algebraically closed field of chara-
cteristic p^O, and by X an abelian variety over k of dimension g. Let a, b be
two positive integers; and f:XxX―>XxX be the homomorphism defined by (x,
y)＼ >(x ―by, x + ay). Then for a symmetric invertible sheaf L on X and closed
points a, /3in X, we have an isomorphism
(1) £*(A*(LaRPJ(g)^*(L6^
(cf. [6], Prop. 1. 2). Hereafter, we fix a principal symmetric invertible sheaf L
(i.e., an ample symmetric invertible sheaf with Euler-Poincare characeristic 1).
Moreover, we assume the condition
(C) K(La+b) has a Gopel decomposition K(La+b) = Hi(a + b)RH2(a + b) with lUa
+ b)^FUa+b)raA..
Obviously this condition is satisfied for any X and a, h with p-Va + h and for an
ordinary abelian variety X and any a, h. Under the condition (C), we can easily
take a maximal isotropic subgroup H(b{a + b)) of K{Lh<-a^b)) satisfying the condition
(C) bH(b(a + b))= H1(a + b), H(b(a + b))nH2(a + b) = {0} and (a + b)H(b(a + b)) is a
maximal isotropic subgroup H(b) of K(Lb).
Let A"=Ker $ = {(by, y)＼y£Xain]; let K* be the level subgroup in g(pi*(Lai"(g)
Pa+b)Rp2*(Lab(albK>Z)Pap~ba)) of K corresponding to the isomorphism (1); and let <?*
be the centralizer of K*. Then we have a canonical exact sequence
1 ―> K* ― <?*
.g(6
g(p1*{LaRP2*{LbRP?)) ―> l
Obviously,
(2) K(pl*(La+f>(g)Pa^)0p2*(Lab(a^^)PaM>a))^K"D{(by, y)＼y£Xb(a+b)}.
So we put Hi(a + by = {(by, y)＼yeHi(a+b)} (i=l, 2) and H(b(a+b))A = {(by, y)＼ysH(b{a
+ &))}. Then we have the inclusions H^a + fyxIlibia + b^nIMa+by, Ih(a + b)xH%
(a+b)Z)II2(a + bY, and an equality K=H1(a + by@Ht(a + by. Since K is lifted up
to the level subgroup K*, Hi(a+by (z = l, 2) are also automatically lifted up to
level subgroups Ei(a + b)A* (i=l, 2) and we have a decomposition A'* = //i(a + &)J*
RH2(a + by*. Moreover, by the above inclusions, n^a + b)Xll{b{a-＼-b)) (resp. H2(a
+ b)xHz(a + b)) can be lifted up to a level subgroup (H}(a + b)XlI(b(a + b)))* (resp.
(Haia + fyxHiia + b))*) which contains Hi(a + bY* (resp. II2(a + by). So, the group
H(b(a + b)Y is also automatically lifted up to a level subgroup H(b(a + b)Y*. The
relation (2) implies that cj* contains FI(b(a + b)Y*, and g{£)(H(b(a + b)Y*) is a level
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subgroup of {0}X//(/;), which we denote by H(b)*. Let
r: Q{L^bRPa^)xg{Lab^bK^Pa?..ba)―^(/>1*(Ltt^6(g)P(,+/()(8)/>2*(La6w+6)(8)P≪/,-6a))
be the canonical homomorphism. Then, for suitable level subgroups H(b(a + b))*,
Hi(a + b)**, H2(a + b)** and H2(a + b)*, we have the isomorphisms
rest of r: H1(a+b)**xFI(b(a + b))*-(FI1(a + b)xH(b(a+bW
and
rest, of r : FUa + b)**xFI2(a + b)~(FF2(a + b)xH2(a+b))* .
Note that H{b) is automatically lifted up to a level subgroup H(b)* in H(h(a+b))*.
By these isomorphisms, the level subgroup H{b(a+b))"* (resp. H2(a+bY*) defines a
homomorphism fa : H(b(a + b))*―tH^a+b)** (resp. 0a: H2(a + b)*―≫H2(a+b)**)
with r(0i(;i),X)eH(b(a + b)Y* (resp. r(^2(/i),ft)eHi(a+bY*). Here we take the sections
t and y such that (t) = r{La"b0Pa+^(a+b^ and <y> = r(L6RP^)5^6)t. Under this
notation we have
(3)
Lemma 1. For a non-zerosectionu of r(LaRPa),
£*(w(g)y) =
^6Rep(//(i)(ci+6))VH(6)*)
U,JRUXO
with some non-zero section d of r{Labt~aJrb)RP^-ba)lll-br+H2iaJ'b)*-Here, for a group
G and its subgroup H, Rep (G/H) denotes a complete set of representativesof the
quotient G/H.
Proof. By our assumption, <.{Uit}X£Hl<;a+br>)= r(Laib(g)Pa+i3)
Therefore, $*(u6<)v) can be written in the form
(4) £*(w<g)iO= Z UJ^dx with ^ r(La6caf6)(g)Pa^6a)
ieffiCa+6)**
For a point ;j in H(b(a+b))*,
£*(≪<g)y)= 2 u^j^u.e,.
/ei?i(a+6)**
Hence we have Ufldi= 0i-^l!1for X£FIi{a+b)* and [teH(b(a+b))*. In particular, f/^o
= 0#1,,for fi£H{b(a + b))* and Ultdi= ei for ie/fj(≪+&)* and fxtH{b)* ; i.e.,^ er(La6(af0)
0^,3 -6a)f/C0)*-Therefore the equality (4) can be replaced by
p*(M(x)y)= y; u4jRuxo,
-)eKepCH(fi(a + 6))*/BC6)*)
where 0 ― 6o. Moreover, for a point iieLWi + b)*,
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£*(uRv) =
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ieRep(//(6(a+6))*/ff(6)*)
u^u^mu.uj)
2 eLa+＼fafi,^XW^mU.Ud)
Hence we have
In particular,Up6 = 0 for any fj£ll2(a+b)*;i.e.,
0 r(La^a+^0PaB^a)HmnH2Ca'b)'. Q.E.D.
Under these preliminaries, we shall show the following theorem which is a
generalization of Theorem 1.1 in [2] including the case of positive characteristic.
Moreover, it is also a partial generalization of Theorem 1.4 in [7].
Theorem 2. Let (Y, M) be a principally polarized abelian variety of dimension
g. Let c, d be two positive integers with c>d. Assume that K(Me) has a Gopel
decomposition
K(Me) = Hl(Me)RH*(Mc) with Hl{Me) = II1{Me)Tta..
Let Hi(Mc)* be a level subgroup in G(Mcd) of Hi(l＼4c)for each i = 1,2; and {du―, 0n)
be a basis of r(Med)Hl(-M<:'>＼where n = dg. Then, for any closed point yeY, we have
rank [(.Ui(li}(y)]a,i^fr^Mcrxn,..n]=dg.
Proof. Obviously, we have only to show our theorem for a suitable lifting
of Ht(Mc) and for a suitable basis {0,} of r(Mcd)H*MK)＼ We put d=a and c-d=b.
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 in [6], there exist an abelian variety
X, an isogeny n: X― Y and a principal symmetric invertible sheaf L on X
satisfying the following conditions:
(a) 7r*(Mcd)~L6ctf'(g)Pr for some jqX,
(b) Ker n is a maximal isotropic subgroup H{b) of K(Lb),
(c) there exist a Gopel decomposition if(Laf6)-flr,(a + 5)R//2(≪+&)
with /f1(a + &)=//i(≪ + ^)red.and a maximal isotropic subgroup H(b{a + b)) of iT(Z,6(a+6))
satisfying the condition ((7),
(d) 7t(H(b(a+b))^FUMc) and n(E2(a+b)) = H2(Me).
Therefore, if we choose two closed points a, /3 in X such that a^―ba ―cdy, Lemma
1 is applicable for (X, L) and the isotropic subgroups given in (c) and (d). More-
over, suitably choosing the two points a, /3,we may assume that the level subgroup
n*
H{b)* given in Lemma 1 is defined by the isomorphism in (a)
r(Lab(a^(g)Pa^ba)Hm＼ Let {Wi}i=I...,≫be a basis of l＼LaRPa).
Hence I＼Mcd)
Then, by Lemma
1, we have
i.e.,
(5)
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£*(≪i<g)0)= e u^mutfi (≫=i,-,≫),
(Ui(x-by)v(x+ay))i(ziu..;n)
= [(^,-i0(*")]^ Rcp(JHr(6(af6))V//C6)*) ' [(^A)(2/)](J,i)
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with OielXLab<-aib:><g)Pap-ba)Hmt+H*Caib:>*.Since the components of the row vector in
the left side are linearly independent for any fixed y,
(6) rank[(£7i0iXy)]M,i) = ≫ for any ysX.
Therefore {0i}i=u...,nforms a basis of /'(La6c-lo6)(g)Pa/)-6≪)i'c6)1'+H2Ca+6)*.On the other
hand, by virtue of (d), g(n)(II(b(a + b))*) and g(n)(H2(.a + b)*) are level subgroups of
H^M*) and //2(MC)? which we denote by Hi(Me)* (i = l,2), respectively. Hence,
identifying l＼Mcd) and !XLaHa'b"RPa^.b,,Ynb)* by n*, {(?i}i=ll..,≫forms a basis of
[＼MCti)a*(MCr and (6) implies our assertion. Q.E.D.
In the same way as in the proofs of corollary 2.5.1 in [1] and of Corollary 1.3
in [2], we can deduce the following theorem from the above theorem.
Theorem 3. Let (X, L) be a principallypolarized abelian variety; and a, b be
two positiveintegers. Assume that K{IJ>) has a Gopel decomposition K(Lb) = II1(b)(&
H2(b) with Hi{b)―H^b)^,. Let x be any fixed point in X.
(i) If b>a, for a non-zero sectionf in L＼La),there exists a k-valued point y
of Hi(b) such that f(x+y)i-Q.
(ii) // b ＼a, and f is an eigenvector in I＼La) for a level subgroup H(a)* of a
maximal isotropicsubgroup H(a) in K(La), there exists a k-valued point y in Hi{b)
such that f(x+y)^0.
In view of this theorem, we can show the following proposition,which in the
case of p~3 asserts,as mentioned in the beginning, that if (X, L) is a polarized
ordinary abelian variety over k of characteristic3, <p(X) is ideal-theoreticallyan
intersection of cubics, where <p: X―>P(I＼L3)) is the canonical embedding of X
(cf.[8]).
Proposition 4. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristicp>0;
X be an ordinary abelian variety over k of dimension cj;and L be an ample invertible
sheaf on X. Let a, B be two closed points in X. Then the canonical map
lXLp-1RPa+r)<g>nLRPli-r) ―> r(LpRPa+li)
I ■*C-a;,(p-]).r)
XxX
XxX
£
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is surjective.
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [6], we can easily reduce our
theorem to the case where L is principal. Moreover, without loss of generality
we assume L is syinmetric.
Let f: XxX >XxX. be the homomorphism defined by (x, y)＼―■>(x ―y, x +
{p-l)y＼ Then
f*(/)i*(Z.p-1<8)PJ(g)A*(LRP^))~/>1*(LpR/3rr,/!)(g)/≫8*(L<1'-≫^P(p_1)/i_rt)
/U*-i<g>p.)<g>r(L<g>p,) ―> r^w^)R/^"1'WVo^*).
Here we take a Gopel decomposition of K(LlP~^p<S)Pcp-i^-a):
i("(L<^1^RP(2,_1)^rt)=/l1((/)~l)/>)cff2((/>-l)/>)
with H1((p-l)p)=H1((p-l)p)ieA., and we put pHi{(p-l)p) = Hi(p-l) and (p-l)IU(p
-l)p) = Ht(p) for i=l, 2. Let //*(/>)*c <?(L(?)-np(x)/V^-) and Ht(p)**(zS(Lp0Pa,p)
are level subgroups given in Lemma 1 for i=l,2. Moreover, let Hi(p ―T)* be a
level subgroup in ^(L(iB^1)P(x)P(p_i)i3_ff)of Hi(p-l) for each f=l, 2. Then, obviously
{OJxX^jCKerd)1 and ^(f)({0}Xfli(/>-l)*) is a level subgroup of #*(/>-l)x{0} for
each i = l, 2. We put jS>(O({0}X/7i(/>-l)*) = /7i(£-l)*. Let ≪,y and t be the sections
such that <≪>= ^^p-1<8)^)*2(p"1)^<t'> = A^RP/≫)and<O = ^(LI'(g)Pff+/i)ww". Then,
by Lemma 1,
(7) ^*(≪(8)y)= S U^mUtf
with <96r(L<p-1)P(R)PfD-nfl-(,)^cw+ff2CP-i)'. Moreover, for any vemp-Vf,
(8)
On the other hand, for xeXp, the diagram:
XxX
Xx X
commutes. Hence we have an isomorphism
Q.E.D.
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~e*(/>1*(^-1(x)Pa.-(p-1)^^))R/'2*(LR^+(p-i)^(,)))
Therefore, for fiG.Hi(p)*, we obtain a commutative diagram:
(9)
i＼u>-i<g)pa)RnLRp$)
U'
I
> r{LpRpa^)Rr(£(p-1)JWVi>*-≫)
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nw -1Rpa-r)<g>nLRP! ,r)――^ i＼LpRpa+!)Rr(L<p- Rp<p-m-a)
where U/ is a suitable isomorphism and j is a suitable point in Xp. Applying
this commutative diagram to the equality (8), we obtain
(10)
EW(*7a(o.co.o≪<8>≪0)]
By easy calculation,we have
ap)effi(p)*xffi(p)*
det[E/i+,+1,0] =±[U£ £ tW".
U,/-<)//l(p)*X//l(p)* -ieHl(p)*
Here we notice that this equality was firstpointed out by R. Sasaki. Obviously
S tfi0er(L(p-1>*(g)iV1j/l_a)**"'-1>'+*i<p>*
Let Y―X/H2{p―1)＼and re: X―>Fbe the canonicalmap. Then there exists a
principalinvertiblesheaf M on Y such that
7r*AP=L<p-≫J'(8)P(1,_1>/1_a
and
;r*
F(MP) ―-+rCL^-^^Pcp-ufl-J^cp-D'.
Hence £ UiO can be considered as an element of /XAP)2^"1^. On the other
hand, G(7c)(Hi(p)*)is a level subgroup of K(Mp)veil.,and niH^p-l)) is an isotropic
direct summand of K(MP'1). Therefore, by Theorem 3,(ii),there exists an element
x of Hxip―Y) such that
2 (UtfXx^O.
Therefore, for the point vzH^p ―1)* corresponding to this x
LUX 2 £7,0)](O)*O.
This inequality and (10) imply the surjectivity of our map.
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